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ARVIO COMPLEMENTS CITY LIVING WITH CONTEMPORARY DESIGN  
AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

URBAN SOPHISTICATION

For enquiries, visit www.arviogallery.com or call (03) 5740 6666

Paddel’s fluid curves deliver superior 
cooling and infuse a modern aesthetic

From New York to Tokyo, cities are 
defined by their skylines. The urban 
jungle is the architectural manifestation of 
ambition and industrial entrepreneurship, 
demonstrated by the unapologetic 
boldness of its clean lines and hardy 
materials. Cities are built to endure 
and advancement is perpetual as 
new ideas are constantly introduced to 
promote greater security, efficiency and 
quality of life. 

So, too, is Arvio’s approach to fans, transforming 

a mundane home fixture into a symbol of savoir faire 

and progress. Arvio customers prize functionality and 

quality of materials as highly as they do sophisticated 

design.

Alongside the timeless Wood Series by Alpha 

Home Appliances’ own fan label is the modern ABS/

PC Series. Lightweight polycarbonate 

blades offer flexibility in crafting unique 

concave designs while screw-free surfaces enforce a 

final sleek aesthetic.

A spirit of aspiration and purpose characterise 

Metalli, as alluded to in the precise lines and sharp 

edges of its four 56” blades. The raw, industrial look 

is a celebration of design simplicity that lends itself 

organically to contemporary interiors.

Exuding tranquillity is Paddel, whose quirky 

Sharp edges and clean lines 
endow Metalli with crisp urbanity 

Vind brings a touch of 
nature into urban interiors

design and name are taken from the paddles of a 

rowing boat. To conjure up the serenity of spending 

an indolent afternoon out on a lake, a natural wind 

setting recreates the cool breeze by the banks. With 

a high-performance capacity of 13,200 CFM and 

the paddle-like design of the ABS blades, it is 

capable of generating a super wind. 

Finally, representing the harmony of city and 

nature is the whimsical Vind from the Wood Series, a 

pinwheel crafted from maple bark to sit comfortably 

in any urban setting. 

Akin to the advanced technology that powers any 

great city, convenience dictates the Arvio experience. 

Technicians professionally trained by the brand 

oversee installation to ensure the fans are securely 

affixed. The Bluetooth smartphone app, compatible 

with both iOS and Android platforms, allows effortless 

adjustment of settings should the Stepless speed 

control be out of reach. Six fan speeds are available 

for all three models while the intelligent DC Motor 

ensures judicious use of electricity.

Be it the frenetic pace of Hong Kong, the 

creative vibes of Melbourne or the liberal disposition 

of Copenhagen, cities around the world share a 

similarity: each thrums with energy, seeking to do and 

be more. 

It is this same force that propels Arvio forward in 

its quest to outfit interiors with imaginative flair and 

elevate quality of life.


